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BOSCH
RETROFIT KIT

The first project I was assigned to while at
Relayr was the Retrofit Kit, for the home
appliances manufacturer BOSCH.
A simple yet powerful concept, the Retrofit
Kit is an IoT platform that enables users to
augment the capabilities of their home appliances, when they are not smart yet.
By attaching the hardware to home appliances such as washing machine, dishwasher, gas
stove, oven, fridge, the users can get data on
their smartphone or tablet about:
• power consupmtion
• programs start and end time
• malfunctions
• dangers
I lead the design of the physical to digital experience working side by side with hardware
enginners and developers, and lead the prototyping of the UX / UI of the smartphone
and tablet app.
> Sketch, InVision, Zeplin,
diagrams, Paper prototyping

POP,

Gliffy

UX / UI

BOSCH RETROFIT KIT - IoT product

Crafting a good experience for a mixed physical and digital product was not easy.
Based on the data gathered from the User Research set in Singapore, the first phase of the
UX prototyping showed some big challenges:
• hardware constraints demanded to come
up with solutions to deduct and show the
users data that was not coming directly
from the sensors
• in order to experience the platform at its
best users had to fill out a lot of information about their appliances and life routine
• an important part of the digital experience
was not happening in-app, but was based
on alerts and push notifications
← First off we analyzed what kind of data was
possible to sense and display about the status of the appliance. At the same time we defined what kind of input the user could give to
interact with the appliance or customize its
own experience of the feedbacks coming from
the appliance.
This helped understanding and creating Use
Case Scenarios for all of the home appliances
supported by the platform.

UX

RETROFIT KIT - IoT experience

← I decided to keep the in-app User Flow very
minimal and clean, and explode some of the
most complex parts.
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B/S/H RetroﬁtKit App – Washing Machine/Dishwasher ﬂow
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← One section that required special attention
was the managing and input process of the appliances’ programs.
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I imagined two types of users:
committed - users that would take some time
to input the program details (cycle duration,
phases...)
lazy - users that would initially skip data input
requests
For the two different kind of users I designed
different behaviors of the push notifications.

The Washing Machine finished.
The cycle took XXm, do you want
to edit(/add) this type of wash?

Specifically, the lazy user will be notified when
the hardware would sense the appliance starting and will ask to quickly input start data. The
same would happen at the end of the cycle,
asking to confirm pre-filled data and eventually modify it.
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Applying machine learning the platform could
learn from users habits.
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RETROFIT KIT - User flows

B/S/H RetroﬁtKit App – User Flow

A very early iteration of the wireframes was
sketched during initial meetings. I always really like to quickly turn ideas and suggestions
into sketches on paper. This way I would collect a lot of material to play with later on.

← After digitalizing the sketches I directly built
a prototype with POP App, and tested the navigation and concept.

← After testing, the Wireframes were iterated
and merged with flow details.
With this kind of deliverables the developers
were ready to start structuring code, layout
and navigation between views.

UX / UI

RETROFIT KIT - Wireframes

RETROFIT KIT - User Interface
The prototyping of the UI was based on results
coming from the first tests and on client’s
feedback.
← Visually speaking, the UI went through various iterations and was based on a mix of the
already existing app guidelines and iconography, and a moodboard created after the apps
highlighted by users during the user research.

Selection of def Screens

UI

Main View UI tests

← Main appliance screen walkthrough

Geofencing functionality will
automatically enable when
user is nearby to notify
when leaving a potentially
dangerous stove in use

Status data of the sensing
hardware:
• Wireless
• Battery
Color coded feedback for
the appliance’s status

Detailed stats on current
usage

Browsable weekly overview

Generic stats on overall
appliance usage

UI

RETROFIT KIT - User Interface

HOW.DO

While working as Lead Designer at How.Do I
developed the UX and UI of the iOS app.
How.Do is a platform to create and share Micro Guides and Tutorials in the form of slideshows of pictures and short clips with added
audio commentary.
It is also a social network based on learning
and sharing learning experiences.
Working on the UX of the platform I created
userflows, mockups, wireframes for all the
different features and views of the mobile app.
← From a UI perspective I designed and delivered production ready interfaces: prototypes
for all the possible screen resolutions, exports
of assets for all possible hardware specifications (standard display, retina display)
> Photoshop, Illustrator, Paper and video prototyping

UX / UI

HOW.DO – iOS App

← My approach in designing and prototyping
screens for the How.Do app was to always go
paper-first.
Whenever we had to cook a new feature I used
to create smartphone cutouts, place them on
top of screen sketches and ask colleagues and
users to quickly test them.

← At How.Do we used to iterate very quickly
on features, and we cultivated a culture of
rapid prototyping.
Testing was consistent on both the digital
and physical space.
We were inviting makers and DIYers to cocreation sessions in our space and observed
the tool in action.
Also, we explored digital testing services such
Lookback and User Testing with mixed results.

UX

HOW.DO – Sketching and testing

UX

The How.Do web app is basically a browser
oriented re-design of the iOS app.
It includes:
- Company micro website
- User profile
- Web player
- Player embed
I designed the UX and UI of all the sections
and took care of the Frontend development.
The web app is responsive and retina ready.
> HTML5, CSS3, Jquery

UX / UI / FRONTEND

HOW.DO – Web App

While at How.Do I also designed and wrote the
code for a set of email templates for transitional emails and newsletter campaigns:
- Monthly newsletter
- App release
- Community events
- Community contests
I designed the UI and took care of the
Frontend development of the templates.
The email templates are responsive and have
been tested on all major email clients on desktop and mobile devices.

UX / UI / FRONTEND

HOW.DO – Newsletter

While at How.Do I was also in charge of the
digital and physical branding of the company.
For a series of events and community campaigns I designed:
- Buisness cards
- Stickers
- Flyers
- Banners
- Web banners
- AppStore ads

VISUAL

HOW.DO – Branding

ARDUINO TRE

While working at TODO Design I focused entirely on projects for Arduino, hardware industry leader.
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I worked side by side with the Design Lead to
define and implement the best user flows to
cover the variety of use cases offered by this
product.
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The main idea behind the Arduino TRE product is to give users an all-in-one platform, a
stand-alone microcontroller featuring everything you need in one package:
- IO ports
- Operating System
- IDE to program the boards
- Mass storage
- Internet connection
- AV ports
Due to the complexity of the product the Arduino User Experience had to be completely
redesigned.
From the Out Of The Box Experience to the
programming environment all have been redesigned to be used by experts and beginners
alike.

HDMI

AUDIO IN

I was part of the team that developed the Arduino TRE board.
My role in the team, composed by Back-end /
Front-end engineers and Interaction Designers, was UX design and Front-end development.
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http://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardTre

CONCEPT DESIGN

ARDUINO TRE – Concept
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LINUX

To help users get over the initial issues of setting up a renewed, more powerful Arduino environment, an OOBE has
been redesigned from scratch.
After connecting the board to a computer or display the user will find a link on the desktop to a setup walkthrough.
This guide will help with the setup of the environment and eventually the installation of additional firmware.
I took care of the design of the UX, the prototyping phase and the final Frontend development of the overall
experience.
> HTML5, CSS3, jQuery

UX / FRONTEND

ARDUINO TRE – Out of the box experience

UX / FRONTEND

ARDUINO CREATE

Arduino CREATE is an integrated online platform that enables Makers to write code, access content,
configure microcontroller boards and share projects.
The software we initally developed for the Arduino TRE morphed into the new Arduino CREATE, a web
based platform featuring a redesigned IDE and a constellation of apps and services to guide the Arduino
user from the first steps to more complex IoT projects.
It’s been designed as a modular system and developed with Open Source technologies, so that it will allow
third parties to create apps for the platform.
My role in the project included co-leading the UX/UI design of the platform, and taking care of the
Frontend development for any of the different sections of the software.
> AngularJS, HTML5, CSS3, jQuery

UX / UI / FRONTEND

ARDUINO CREATE – Web platform

UX / UI / FRONTEND

UX / UI / FRONTEND

UX / UI / FRONTEND

UX / UI / FRONTEND

Thanks to a very committed community, it
was not difficult to find users willing to help
and collaborate.
Co-creation sessions were organized at the local Fab-lab in Turin to epxlore and understand
the expectations for an online platform for
makers.
Paper prototypes were initially created for
quickly testing possible features and understand what kind of tools were expected or useful for the platform to really be maker-ready.
Early on, as soon as the bare minimum features of the platform were ready a beta testing program was launched involving 150 users
remotely. Some of them were cherry picked
within the Arduino inner community, others volunteered. We used Basecamp as our communication tool.
Betatesters provided both UX and technical
feedback on the platform.

← Testing sessions were also set up at public
Arduino events and official Maker Faires. In
this scenarios it was possible to stress the
platform with more unusual users.

UX / UI

Arduino CREATE - User research

ARDUINO
REFERENCE

The Arduino Manuzio project is a Github based distributed publishing platform for the Arduino
community.
Manuzio takes a collection of Asciidoc files (hosted on a Github repository) and crunches them to create
an output in the form of HTML pages and PDF books.
As a first step in designing the platform we converted an Asciidoc file in a book of recipes, an Arduino
Starter Kit book.
I took care of the Frontend rendering of the Asciidoc code into HTML first and then into final PDF files,
making sure they comply with the Visual needs of the original Starter Kit book.
I worked side by side with the backend engineers to design a smooth User Experience for the content
generation process and a seamless conversion phase operated by the toolchain.
> Asciidoc, Asciidoctor, PrinceXML, HTML5, CSS3

FRONTEND

ARDUINO MANUZIO – Publishing platform

FRONTEND
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With the experience gained building the Arduino Manuzio system we created a distributed digital publishing
platform for the Arduino Reference.
Based on Github the system allows the Arduino community to contribute to the documentation and
translation of the Arduino Reference.
One repository serves as the toolchain to convert the Asciidoc content into HTML and PDF files adding correct
styling and assets according to the destination of use.
One repository for any of the languages will store the user generated content in the Asciidoc format.
I took care of the UX of the content generation process and co-designed and developed the UI of the
reference pages for different destinations of use: Arduino website, Arduino IDE, Arduino CREATE, PDF books.
I created guidelines and example files to help the contenct generation process and worked side by side with the
backend engineer to define a user friendly approach in the repositories structure.
> Asciidoc, Asciidoctor, PrinceXML, HTML5, CSS3

IA / UI / FRONTEND

ARDUINO REFERENCE – Publishing platform
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EMMETT ARCHIVE

While attending the Hackership program I
was contacted by the Information Design firm
ACCURAT to develop a research project for
the New York Public Library.
The interactive data visualization project collects the vast majority of the correspondence
of the Founding Fathers during the days of the
Declaration of Independence in the USA.
I developed a micro website featuring a data
driven visualization of the collection of writings while experimenting and learning about
D3js.
> AngularJS: Single Page App structure,
Search feature
> D3.js: used to translate the Json dataset into
the dataviz
> SVG, CSS3, jQuery, Bower, Github

FRONTEND

EMMETT ARCHIVE – NY Public Library

SYNTHUINO

Synthuino is my graduation Thesis project
for the BSc in Computer Science and Music
Information Technology at the University of
Milan.
Synthuino is a modular hardware platform
designed to teach the basics of electronic
sound synthesis.
Plexi bricks containing electronic components
can be assembled and magnetically snapped
together, and to the main hub containing an
Arduino.
Following a set of templates the user can build
actual audio synthesizers.
Synthuino makes it possible to create and manipulate sounds and to create different modes
of interaction witht the synthesizer.
The project was designed and developed in
2010.
http://bit.ly/alessandro_contini_thesis_ITA
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SYNTHUINO

circuit diagram

PHYSICAL COMPUTING / UX

Keyboard synth

PHYSICAL COMPUTING / UX
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